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Introduction
The complexity of long-term sequelae experienced by Holocaust victims has been described in numerous articles worldwide [1–4]. The mental, somatic, and psychosocial development of traumatized Holocaust victims has been assessed for many decades in long-term catamneses [2, 4, 5]. Medical specialists were called in by the Office for Compensation in Germany (Amt für Wiedergutmachung, Trier, Germany) to examine the aspect of compensation by payment to the victims of the Holocaust. The central aim of that office is to assess Holocaust-induced mental and somatic damage and persecution-induced reduction in earning capacity (verfolgungsbedingte Minderung der Erwerbsfähigkeit, vMdE). The assessment of international reports by German advisory physicians and chief experts finally served to classify the grade of vMdE and/or change the existing classification of individual victims.

The actual focus of judicial applications for compensation of victims is on the deterioration in earning power due to mental, somatic, and psychosocial damage. The primary medical evaluation of the first grade of vMdE was made several decades ago, whereas deterioration of the mental, somatic, and psychosocial situation has been reported by the victims in the meantime. Thus, differ-
ences might occur between the consequences of the posttraumatic syndrome directly induced by the Holocaust (HPS) and the posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) induced indirectly by the Holocaust at a later stage.

Individual documentation of long-term catamnoses between the primary and subsequent expert reports exists of every single case examined. The damage directly caused by the Holocaust as well as the further development of the victims’ lives from multidimensional viewpoints (somatic, mental, and psychosocial development after the Holocaust) is documented.

The present study deals with a group of Holocaust survivors who have ‘long-term sequelae’ due to their Holocaust experience in concentration camps. The study was approved by the Ethics Commission of the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg. The aim of the study was to identify mental and/or somatic damage caused directly by the Holocaust and damage arising in the years after the war in order to improve the classification of an individual subject’s vMdE.

Thus it was important to distinguish between (1) primary diagnoses of mental and somatic damage caused directly by the Holocaust and (2) subsequent diagnoses, diseases, and sequelae in the period after the Holocaust.

As a synopsis, the judicially appointed expert was asked to define the interaction between the primary and subsequent diagnoses. Especially the aggravating effect of the later sequelae on the traumatic damage directly induced by the Holocaust was assessed.

From the psychiatric point of view, the extent to which the multidimensional factors caused deterioration had to be ascertained. Deterioration could result from recurrence, increase in intensity of the trauma and/or decrease in coping strategies, which might have impaired the victim’s bio-psychosocial abilities to cope with life. An increase in vMdE grade could lead to an increase in payment of the calculated pension.

The following evaluation referred to a multidimensional synopsis of diseases of Holocaust victims on the basis of documented primary and secondary medical reports. It was very difficult to identify interactive variables that induced an aggravation of the psychiatrically relevant vMdE of Holocaust victims.

**Methods**

The investigation was based on the evaluation of the complete documents available (medical reports, clinical history, physicians’ statements, handwritten declarations made by patients under oath). These reports provided a combination of objective observation and personal, subjective experience. In the present study, only the statements of internationally renowned specialists in the evaluation of Holocaust documents from Israel, North and South America were considered (Office for Compensation, Trier, Germany). The categorization of diagnoses was based on widely used manuals (ICD-9, 10; DSM-III-R, DSM-IV). The diagnostic classification was made by leading specialists on site, based on their own clinical examination. This is common clinical practice in Germany for trauma-related medical reports by psychiatrists. The primary investigation was performed by general practitioners and specialists in internal medicine. When psychiatric abnormalities were found, an additional psychiatric examination was performed by a trauma specialist on site. The final assessment of vMdE was made by a German consulting physician based on the patient’s records. The diagnosis was adapted to the German classification system. In case of worsening, a re-examination was performed on site, and the diagnosis was adapted to the latest classification manual (ICD-9, ICD-10, DSM-III, DSM-IV). The vMdE was then assessed by the German consulting physician after review of the complete patient records.

The following categories were applied: (1) Holocaust-induced mental sequelae (main diagnosis and secondary diagnosis); (2) Holocaust-induced somatic sequelae (main diagnosis and secondary diagnosis); (3) Holocaust-independent mental diseases (main diagnosis and secondary diagnosis), and (4) Holocaust-induced somatic diseases (main diagnosis and secondary diagnosis).

The vMdE is based on multivariate factors of somatic and psychiatric sequelae of trauma. A causality of more than 25% likelihood between traumatization and sequelae was required.

In a first step, assessment of the vMdE grade in sociomedical evaluation was made according to Kisker’s criteria. They were measured in 10% steps. A grade of 50% or more is present if the person affected shows proximity to psychosis and/or a monofocus on contents of traumatized trauma, leading to social isolation combined with massive impairment of social competence. Thus it was necessary to find an adequate cutoff between 0 and 50%. Because a cutoff of 25% did not fit into the 10% step system, we chose a cutoff at 30% in order to be able to dichotomize the selected variable. In this assessment, too, the aspect of synopsis was applied.

In a second step, the evaluation from the aspect of synopsis was carried out on the basis of existing reports. We especially looked at possible interactions of categories 3 and 4 with category 1. A definite evaluation of the aggravation of category 1 symptoms induced by categories 3 and 4 was carried out, if the report by the expert on the spot and the report by an authorized and specialized advisory physician of the Office for Compensation came to the same result. A chief expert was called in if there were discrepancies in the assessment.

**Selection of Patients**

The medical reports of 56 (36 female, 20 male) Holocaust victims from Israel, the USA, Canada, and Argentina born between 1911 and 1943 (median: 1926) were evaluated. They were included in this study according to available reports, e.g., for 52 of them (92.3%) a psychiatric diagnosis was made in the year after liberation, for the remaining 4 (7.7%) it was made a short time later. All of them had personally met medical experts at their places of residence, appointed by the Office for Compensation, Trier, Germany. The reports were sent to that office after adjustment and evalu-
uated according to German legislation by nationally authorized chief experts (psychiatrists).

**Statistical Analysis**

As mentioned above, the grade of vMdE was fixed in 10% steps. In addition, the variable was dichotomized at a cutoff value of <30 vs. >30%. This dichotomous variable was also applied as dependent variable in a logistic regression model. Differences concerning the number of diagnoses were calculated using non-parametric tests (Kruskal-Wallis test; Mann-Whitney U test). All statistical tests were bilateral. The level of statistical significance was fixed at p = 0.05. All calculations were performed with SPSS for Windows 15.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Ill., USA). To exclude malingering, the criteria of Yudorfsky [6] were applied. No signs of malingering were found.

**Results**

The evaluation included 56 survivors of the Holocaust (36 women, 20 men), born between 1911 and 1943 (median: 1926). For 52 (92.3%) of them, a primary psychiatric diagnosis was made in the year after liberation, for the remaining 4 (7.7%) it was made a short time later. Thirty-eight (67.9%) were married, 15 (26.8%) were widowed, 2 (3.8%) were divorced, 1 (1.9%) was single. Nineteen (50%) of the married persons were married to a survivor of the Holocaust. Fifty-four (96.4%) had children, the median number of children was 2. Sociodemographic factors had no influence on the grade of vMdE in either univariate or multivariate analyses.

As to the number of psychiatric and somatic diagnoses, the latter differed significantly depending on the grade of vMdE (Kruskal-Wallis test: χ² = 8.5; d.f. = 3; p = 0.037). Above all, the difference in a dichotomized table of vMdE with a cutoff at 30% was striking (Mann-Whitney U test: Z = -2.0; p = 0.043).

The most frequent diagnoses in our patient population were: (i) psychovegetative exhaustion (65%), (ii) chronic stress disorder (25%), and (iii) reactive anxiety neurosis with depressive components (10%).

The following symptoms (100%) were found: (i) flashbacks, (ii) reactivation by trigger events, (iii) vegetative symptoms and sleep disturbance, (iv) anxiety, and (v) depression.

Thus, within the (selected) population the diagnostic criteria for PTSD F43.1 were fulfilled. Other diagnoses (e.g. anxiety, depression) were classified as F43.1 if they were related to the trauma. Additional psychiatric diagnoses were F43.21 (24%), F33 (27%), F41 (33%) and F45 (16%).

Mean vMdE was 38.5 ± 8.4%, the mean increase in vMdE during the observation period was 12.8 ± 6.2%.

It was interesting that the number of psychiatric diagnoses did not matter; even a distinction between main diagnosis and secondary diagnosis did not render significant results. There was no significance even in view of all diagnoses. Figure 1 shows an overall view of the number of diagnoses in relation to the dichotomized vMdE.

The final report on the analysis of vMdE produced similar results. There was, however, a statistical trend of the number of somatic diagnoses (Kruskal-Wallis test: χ² = 7.2; d.f. = 3; p = 0.065). In a separate analysis of single somatic diseases, a significantly increased number of gastrointestinal complaints was observed in Holocaust survivors graded as >30% of vMdE (χ² test: χ² = 4.0; d.f. = 1; p = 0.046).

Newly acquired mental and somatic diseases correlated with an aggravation of HPS even above the cutoff at 30% of vMdE up to 40%. Higher grades correlated with newly acquired somatic diseases. Therefore, the cutoff should possibly be changed and a new limitation be set.
Discussion

The concept of the so-called aspect of synopsis in the evaluation of vMdE made great demands on the expert of medical reports about Holocaust victims. The aspect of synopsis failed to show a clear correlation between the increase in HPS and mental and/or somatic diseases in each case.

But on the basis of now available long-term catamnestic evaluation, there were statistically unambiguous trends of an increase in HPS due to somatic and mental influences, which arose in the course of the Holocaust victim’s life independent of the Holocaust. These influences were primarily not directly connected with the Holocaust, but they nevertheless induced a remarkable increase in the intensity of HPS in affected victims. Above all, the leading diagnosis of a PTSD showed an aggravation as defined by the criteria of the ICD-10 (F43.10). There was an increase in the complaints ‘persistent memories, revival, repeating dreams, symptoms of situations reminding of the burden’.

The increase in HPS induced by somatic diagnosis in the synopsis and therefore higher graded vMdE showed a close correlation with specific old-age illnesses, e.g. disturbances of metabolism, vascular, cardiological, cerebral diseases. Based on the patients examined from the aspect of synopsis in this study, the notable decrease in mental coping strategies in some cases in former Holocaust victims seemed to result more from the decrease in somatic resources than from the influence of additional mental diseases.

A reason for this result could be seen in the somatically induced reduction of the personal radius by less mobility and a resulting reduced level of activity together with a reduction of purpose in life. Several articles have dealt with the phenomenon of the so-called posttrauma or the sequential traumatization of aging in Holocaust victims [7]. The process of getting older was described as an autonomous factor of vulnerability in the sense of a phase after the trauma. Old age comprises an increased probability of mental and somatic weakness which ends up in an exacerbation of traumatic memories. Symptoms that might once have been successfully suppressed then lead to increased anxiety [8]. In the group examined, this phase of postrauama was confirmed by the dominance of reactivation and recurrence of memories of the traumatic experience.

The decrease in cognitive abilities and memory was examined in studies of Holocaust victims with and without PTSD [9–11]. Persons with PTSD after Holocaust trauma showed a significantly better memory for Holocaust-related word pairs than Holocaust victims without PTSD. The result was just the opposite for neutral, Holocaust-independent word pairs. On the basis of these examinations, the probability of recurrence and reactivation of Holocaust-specific contents in the group of patients with PTSD in old age was confirmed in our study. The decisive point according to our results was a process of somatic aggravation in connection with a decrease in mental resources and coping strategies related to old age.

Finally, it should be discussed whether and to what extent previous traumatization in the sense of PTSD due to Holocaust experience with increased specific vulnerability can also induce vulnerability to somatic comorbidities. These comorbidities are not directly connected with the traumatic events, but they could occur earlier or progress more harshly. Thus, the sequelae could appear as a risk factor for acquiring non-Holocaust-associated diseases.

To control for this suspicion in future studies, a comparison between specifically Holocaust-traumatized patients and a group of otherwise traumatized PTSD patients should be drawn.

Conclusions

The results of our study lead to the following conclusions:

(1) An increase in HPS caused by mental and/or somatic PTSD after the Holocaust confirmed the assumption that mental complaints of Holocaust victims can be exacerbated after the Holocaust and increase the grade of vMdE.

(2) The central method of the study, the aspect of synopsis, is difficult to apply, but it obviously leads to convincing results. It could possibly be improved by changing the cutoff from 30 to 40% of vMdE.

(3) New studies should be made in order to find out whether the sequelae experienced by Holocaust victims could be a risk factor for acquiring non-holocaust-associated diseases, which might exacerbate their mental complaints.
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